
Radiative Transfer in Moving media











Set of specific intensity selected for the calculation of the mean intensity

(Gros et al. 1997)







For p > rc I+(p,0)=I-(p,0)  =>  V(p,0) = 0                               

For p < rc U(p, zmin) => diffusion approximation
Inner boundary conditions
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Explicit transtitions



System of algebraic equations for the ocupational numbers



Lambda Iteration Method

Build an atmospheric + wind model

Compute absorption and emission
coefficients in LTE

Solve the radiative transfer (RT) 
equation for the continuum

Solve the RT equations for explicit lines
dI/dn is initial condition (blue wind)

Rate equationsIterate until nu/nl

reaches convergence -- ETLA scheme

Solve the RT equations for

selected continua and lines.



Sn

Solution ray by ray over all the shells

In

Calcualtion of the mean 

Intensity and flux using

all rays at a given r

Eddington factors

fn , gn, hn, nn and  qn

Solve the equations

for the momentum of 

the radiation until

convergence

Jn , Hn, etc 



Once the problema is solved we have Sn and In

Jn, Kn, Hn are given in the atom’s frame for the lines

and the continuun radiation

Then, we have to solve the TR equation to calculate the

spectrum in the observer’s frame.

This last step is solved using the known

source function Sn for the lines (Doppler effect).



Examples of line calculations

Mihalas et al. (1978)





PCygni star modelled using a velocity beta-law



The Lagrange reference frame  Comoving frame

• Good performance for large velocity fields

• Opacity and emissivity coefficients are isotropic

• Complete redistribution functions

• Line profiles are symmetric (small interval of frequencies)

• It can be used only with monotonic velocity field

• Coefficients are vectors and Matrixes

Numerical Methods:  Pros and  Cons



Implicit Integral Method (IIM)  

Simonneau & Crivelari (1993)

Forth & Back Implicit Lambda Iteration -- FBLIT

By Atanackovic-Vukmanovic et al. (1997)



Plane-parallel atmosphere. Intensity for incoming and outcoming directions



The incoming and outcoming directions



σ
L

(τ ) are polynomial that depends on  τ  



We introduce S in the TR equation. We separate thermal terms 

form the scattering ones

NL equations 



NDxNF+1 coefficients. The coefficients are saved in each 

layer. This is the most important relation of the IIM



S is expressed as a linear relationship

After integrating, we have



NDxNF+1 coefficients

Obtain S and I using

the found relationship

Iinitial conditions

Compute coefficients



Radiative transfer equation in a moving media





IIM is similar to Feautrier but use scalar operators 

instead of vectors and matrix





In the local frame the profile is symmetric

In the observer’s frame, it is asymmetric



Shift of the line profile between two consecutive layers. Cases A and B 



Shift of the line profile between two consecutive layers. Cases C and D



WF: the Gaussian quadrature

NF: frequency grid

I+(x, m) ≠ I-(x, m)  the profile is not symmetric  all

frequencies should be considered



The IIM for Moving Media

Grid of radii and impact parameters (Gros et al 1997)



Set of specific intensity selected for the calculation of the mean intensity

(Gros et al. 1997)



Velocity law

Shape of line profiles for different values of Vo

opacity



M. Colazo (2013) PhD thesis

Velocity laws Line profiles



M. Colazo (2013) PhD thesis



The Euler reference frame  IIM  FBLIT 

• It can be used with non monotonic velocity field

• Coefficients are scalar. 

• Easy to implement

• Bad performance: high-time consuming

process when large velocity fields are 

considered

Numerical Methods:  Pros and  Cons


